Welcome Message from Editor

Pathology-2019 would like to welcome you to the Annual Summit on Pathology, Theme: Current trends, Advancements and Emerging Challenges, April 17-18 (Tokyo, Japan). It’s an exciting time for Pathology-2019 who are involved with the investigation of the different issues and advancements in pathology. The world of INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS is an exciting area to meet and bring inspired people together in forums like this, to ensure that PATHOLOGY and CLINICAL TRIALS remain at the cutting edge. The International summit is a place where we are always adaptable, motivated and responsive and focused to develop new ideas AT A TIME OF EXCESSIVE GLOBAL CHANGE. Pathology 2019 will likewise give the magnificent chance to meet specialists, scientists, trade data and fortify the cooperation among Directors, Deans, Researchers, Associate Professors, Lecturers, Research Scholars and Student Visitors from both scholarly world and industry. At Pathology-2019 events you will be stimulated by discussions and presentations that focus on research, business strategies, current innovations and the latest technologies that are being applied to biomed research and relevant to Meetings International who are the leading a conference on Pathology. Pathology 2019 continuously improve and understand the challenges that are essential to human presence and their well-being and prosperity despite excessive global competition. I would like to thank each of you for attending the SUMMIT and bringing your expertise to Pathology-2019. You, as organization leaders, have the vision, the knowledge, the excellence and the experience to help us pave the way into the future at this summit. Throughout this SUMMIT I ask you to stay engaged, keep proactive and help shape the future of the advancements in pathology as well as its countless branches and subfields.